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For Immediate Release:

City Theatrical at PLASA 2016
City Theatrical will be demonstrating their new technology at PLASA on stand H50 in the
Olympia London, September 18 - 20, 2016, including new B-Series Dimmers for LED tape,
RGBI QolorFLEX™ LED Tape, new products from Pathway Connectivity, and the newly
released Lightwright® 6. Andrew Voller will be also be on the stand demonstrating Moving Light
Assistant™ Software.
City Theatrical is launching a new group of uniquely featured, high quality, constant voltage
B-Series Dimmers in a variety of capacities and configurations. All partner perfectly with City
Theatrical QolorFlex™ professional quality LED tapes.
The B5 Dimmer is a five-channel x 8A constant voltage dimmer in a rugged steel case. The five
outputs give users the ability to run a full 40A of load such as RGB (three channels) plus bicolour tape (two channels), or RGBA (four channels) plus WW (one channel). Three types of
DMX connections are included (5 pin XLR, RJ45, and terminals), as well as a four button user
interface to make address and parameter selections
The B4 x 5A RDM Dimmer is a sleek and tiny constant voltage dimmer that can control 20A of
LED tape load. Its connections are all on terminals.
B4 x 5A RDM DINrail Dimmer is a DIN rail version of the B4 x 5A RDM Dimmer with all the
same features, for users who prefer a DIN rail approach to installation. All connections are
terminals.
The B4 x 5A RDM DINrail RJ45 Dimmer is a DIN rail version of the B4 x 5A RDM Dimmer with
all the same features except the DMX connections are by RJ45 connectors for fast setups.
Power in and output connections are on terminals.
RGBI a new addition to QolorFLEX™ LED tapes that incorporates, red, green, blue,
and indigo LED emitters. Similar in construction to our RGBA, RGBCW, or RGBWW tapes,
our RGBI tape alternates a 5050 RGB chip with an extra bright, deep and rich 450nm
5050 indigo chip.
VIA 12 LC 12 + 2 Managed Gigabit Ethernet is a gigabit Ethernet switch designed specifically
for lighting, sound and video signal routing in live entertainment applications. With built-in
OpticalCON DUO fiber connectors for LC multimode fiber.
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The VIA5 and VIA5+1 gigabit Ethernet switch is a DIN-mountable, managed switch suitable
for use in entertainment lighting, audio and video distributions systems. Ideal for use in NEMA
enclosures and as a Power-over-Ethernet source for connected equipment, such as Pathport®
DIN-mountable gateways, Cognito2 lighting consoles and Choreo architectural controllers.
Lightwright 6™ is the newest version of John McKernon’s industry leading, multi award
winning software for managing entertainment lighting paperwork, with loads of useful
new features for designers and electricians.

